Supply Chain
Security Considerations
SUPPLIER ASSURANCE QUESTIONS

Your supply chain exposes your business to damaging security threats. Use a supplier assurance questionnaire, a selfassessment by prospective suppliers of their security profile, to determine whether they meet your security expectations.
Below are some sample supplier assurance questions you can use to evaluate your suppliers. The questions cover nine
key areas: the supplier’s organisational security profile; physical security; personnel security; cyber security; offshoring;
ownership, control and influence; technology; incident management; and subcontractors.
As part of the decision to outsource, you should assess the impact on your business if your supplier is compromised. Use
that assessment to assign a security level to the acquisition. The red-amber-green impact model below is one way to do this.
The colour coding next to the questions shows you which questions to ask based on the security level you have assigned.

Security
Level

TIER 1
Low impact in the event of a breach

TIER 2
Moderate impact in the event of a breach

TIER 3
High impact in the event of a breach

For more details on security levels, see the Decision to Outsource section of Protected Procurement
for Practitioners available at www.cpni.gov.uk/protected-procurement-practitioners
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Organisation
Do you have a security policy setting out your organisation’s approach to protecting
valuable assets?
• Information management process
• Protective security strategy
• Risk management policy
• Breach and incident management
• References to relevant legislation and regulations

Has your security policy:
• Been reviewed in the past year?
• Been independently reviewed in the past year?
• Been approved by the senior management?
• Been made accessible to all staff?

Who in your organisation will be the senior individual responsible for the security of our
information whilst in your custody?

Do you have a process which enables the escalation of risks to an organisational risk register?

Has your organisation suffered any significant security events in the past 12 months?

Is there a process to ensure your organisation is up to date on relevant current and emerging
threats, vulnerabilities, security best practice, legislation, and technologies?

Do you have policies and processes in place to ensure security is considered as part of change
management?
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Physical Security & Personnel Security
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Physical Security
Do you have physical security controls in place on the sites which will be used to process
or store our assets (including data)?
• Perimeter security
• Access control
• Principle of least privilege
• Records of site access
• Physical guarding
• Incoming mail and delivery screening
• Protection and maintenance of equipment and cabling
• Asset management and classification
• Secure areas for the storage of sensitive assets
• Tamper indication for protected assets
• Secure destruction of sensitive material
• Visitor control

Do you have regimes or policies in place to ensure your physical security controls are
fit for purpose? These might be either testing regimes or use of independently assured
products (for example from The Catalogue of Security Equipment | CPNI).

Personnel Security
Do you have personnel security controls in place for employees who will have access to
our assets (including data)?
• Background verification checks and pre-employment screening
• Staff clearances
• Security awareness training requirements

Who in your organisation is the senior individual responsible for people risk?

Do you have a personnel security risk assessment process that records and reviews risk
decisions and drives security policy and procedures?
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Are employees’ security roles and responsibilities clearly defined and documented?

Is a disciplinary process in place for employees and contractors who have committed a
security breach?

Upon termination of employment, is there a process to ensure assets (including data) are
returned and access rights revoked?

Do you have provisions in place for personnel security training?
• Line manager training to identify insider threats
• Staff security and awareness training to understand and commit to personnel security policies

Do you have personnel security monitoring processes in place?
• Monitoring and assessment of workplace behaviours of concern
• Auditing arrangements to ensure adequate response to personnel security issues

Are responsibilities for information security clearly defined in the terms and conditions
of employee contracts?

Do you have an established Insider Risk Stakeholder Group to manage appropriate
programmes of insider risk?

Do you have programmes in place to ensure a positive security culture?
• Encouraging staff to demonstrate an appropriate level of security behaviour
• Communications guiding staff to behave securely
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Cyber Security
Do you have Cyber Essentials or an equivalent cyber security certification?

Do you have Cyber Essentials Plus or an equivalent cyber security certification?

Do your cyber security controls comply with our organisational cyber security policy?

Do you have any additional cyber security controls in place, for example:
• Offline backups?
• Data encryption at rest and in transit?
• Records of system access?
• Acceptable use policies (including home and mobile working, the use of electronic storage
media and the use of personal devices)?
• Secure destruction of sensitive data?
• Protective monitoring to oversee how IT systems are used?
• Other accreditation or certifications relating to the ICT systems used in the delivery of your service?
• Evaluation of ICT security through penetration testing?

Do you have cyber insurance?

Offshoring
Will our assets (including data) solely be held in the UK / countries on the UK’s adequacy list
under GDPR? This includes data centres, support locations, and third-party service locations.

Will our assets (including data) solely be processed in the UK / countries on the UK’s adequacy
list under GDPR? This includes data centres, support locations, and third-party service locations.

Will our assets (including data) solely be accessed from the UK / countries on the UK’s adequacy
list under GDPR?
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Ownership, Control and Influence
Does your company fall under any jurisdictions aside from the UK?

Who is the ultimate owner of your organisation?

Is your organisation owned by an individual or organisation based outside the UK?

Are any of your board members and directors based outside the UK, or subject to a
foreign jurisdiction?

Technology
Do you have visibility of provenance for the technologies you will rely on to deliver this
service or will use to access or process our assets (including data)?

Did you purchase equipment you rely on to deliver this service from original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) directly?

Incident Management
Do you have a security policy which covers incident and breach management?

Do your incident and breach management policies reference:
• Individual responsibilities for identifying and reporting breaches?
• A reporting process and escalation points?
• A timeline of actions?
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Sub-Contractors
Do you use sub-contractors in the delivery of your service?

Do you have processes in place to assess the risks to assets shared with sub-contractors?

Do you gain assurance that sub-contractors are compliant with your security policies?
• Security requirements detailed in contracts
• Right to audit detailed in contracts and exercised
• Requirement to meet specified standards stipulated
• Compliance measured

Do you use a supplier risk management framework?

For more information and advice on supply chain security, visit www.cpni.gov.uk/protected-procurement
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